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 Type Reading list/anthology 

 
 Level Varies 

   
 Abstract In 2014 CIDA issued a report stating that the existence of big data will allow 

designers to have “increasing opportunities to communicate complex ideas 
visually” (p. 6).  As such, it is important for design students to develop visual literacy 
practices and gain a high-level competency in communicating information and 
ideas. The following readings (acquired from various domains) provide a framework 
of empirical and industry-based resources that provide design students with a 
general awareness of theoretical underpinnings and trends associated with design-
based communication. 

 

 Criteria  U denotes appropriateness for Undergraduate students  
G denotes appropriateness for Graduate students 
 
The following designations are used:  
 *Note not all types may be present in this collection. 
 
RA Research articles 

Including: journal articles, thesis or dissertations, and refereed conference 
proceedings 

B Books 
 Including: Reference books, textbooks, & monographs 
 
TJ Trade journals 
 Including: Magazine titles, newsletters, &/or specific articles 
 
CS Case Studies 
 Including: Precedent examples and application based references  
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OP Opinion Piece 
 Including: editorials, op-eds, & perspectives 
 
WB website 

Including: sites from professional organizations, online newsletters, and online 
resources 

  
	  
ENTRY LEVEL READINGS AND RESOURCES 
 
U, G, B (monograph) 
McCandless, D. (2009).  Information is Beautiful.  London: William Collins. 
 
Summary 
This book is visual collection of information graphics compiled from various data 
sources.   It does not contain underpinnings or best practices, but may provide early 
inspiration and a source of discussion in terms of communication efficacy (i.e. 
successes and failures of each graphic). 

 
U,G, B (reference) 
*Note there are multiple editions of this book available. 
 
Tufte, E.R. (2001).  The Visual Display of Quantitative Information. Cheshire, CT: 
Graphics Press. 

 
Summary 
This is a classic how-to reference for communicating statistics using charts, tables, 
and other graphics.  It includes many illustrations and highlights best (and worst) 
practices in terms of communicative value. 
 
U,G, B (reference) 
Tufte, E.R. (1997). Visual explanations: Images and Quantities, Evidence and 
Narrative. Cheshire, CT: Graphics Press. 
 
Summary 
This book is a seminal guide describing design strategies in terms of arrangement 
of words, numbers, and images in sharing quantitative data. 
   
U,G, B (reference) 
Tufte, E.R. (1990).  Envisioning Information.  Cheshire, CT: Graphics Press. 
 
Summary 
The author provides timeless practical advice and fundamental principles for 
sharing information.  This book presents a myriad of information sources including: 
maps, scientific presentations, diagrams, timetables, and others.  
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U,G, B (reference) 
Wileman, R. (1980).  Exercises in Visual Thinking. New York, NY: Hastings House. 
*Note this is out of press but used copies can be obtained 
 
Summary 
A timeless guide intended “to help teachers, instructional design specialists… (and) 
all others interested in visual communication to improve their skill in visualizing 
education messages.” 
 
The book presents a range of simple exercises that can be used in the ideation of 
how to communication information. 
 

 U,G, WB 
 
Summary 
Website of AIGA (formerly known as the American Institute of Graphic Arts, which is 
the “oldest and largest professional membership organization for design.”  
This site links to tools and resources including: guides, practice information, and 
practitioner portfolios.  
http://www.aiga.org/ 

 
U,G, WB 
 
Summary 
Website of the Information Design Association (IDA) which is a “community of 
educators, researchers, students, and professionals” that seeks to exchange 
knowledge surrounding information design.    
 
This site links to readings, and courses focused on information design.  
http://www.infodesign.org.uk/ 
 
U,G, WB 
 
Summary 
Website of the Design Communication Association, which is an international 
professional society bringing together educators from architecture, landscape 
architecture, interior design, product design, and graphic design. 
  
This site links to events, competitions, and the society’s publications.   
http://www.designcommunicationassociation.org/ 
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U,G, WB 
 
Summary 
Website of SEGD (Society for Environmental Graphic Design), which is a global 
multidisciplinary organization of “professionals who plan, design, and build 
experiences that connect people to place”. 
  
This site links to research, case studies, and industry news focused on graphic 
environments.  
https://segd.org/ 
 
U, G, TJ (Magazine) 
Communication Arts.  
A trade journal focused on graphic communication that profiles design projects and 
competitions. 
 
 
ADVANCED TOPICS 
 
G, RA 
 
Bettman, J.R., & Kakkar, J. (1977).  Effects of Information Presentation Format on 
Consumer Information Acquisition Strategies.  Journal of Consumer Research (3)8. 
 
Underpinnings 
This article examines various types of information processing to study the effect of 
presentation format on consumers' information acquisition strategies.  
 
Findings 
Authors present findings from two studies.  The first varied information presentation 
formats, and the second varied structure of information. Findings suggested the 
consumers seem to process information in the manner which is easiest.   
 
Implications to interior design 
This seminal article suggests viewer’s information acquisition is strongly affected by 
the structure in which the information is presented.  
 
G, RA 
Townsend, C., & Kahn, B. E. (2014). The "Visual Preference Heuristic": The Influence 
of Visual versus Verbal Depiction on Assortment Processing, Perceived Variety, and 
Choice Overload. Journal Of Consumer Research, 40(5), 993-1015. 
doi:10.1086/673521 
 
Underpinnings 
The “visual preference heuristic” posits that consumers prefer visual to verbal (i.e. 
written) depictions of information. While images are assumed to be more pleasing, 
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it is thought that they can result in information overload when choice sets (i.e the 
information presented) is large and consumer preferences are unknown.  
 
Methods 
The authors compared Gestalt Processing (i.e. processing information as a whole) 
vs. Piecemeal processing (i.e. sequential processing) of information using eye 
tracking software in five experimental studies.   
 
Findings 
Findings suggest that gestalt processing of visual stimuli, facilitates faster, though 
more haphazard scanning of information. Thus, while processing information from 
visual presentation feels easier, it is not ideal for larger assortments of data.  
Consequently, the authors suggest that the preference for visual depiction may be 
over applied. 
 
Implications to interior design 
The reading can be used by graduate students in the discussion of how to best 
share data-driven information. 
 
G, B (reference) 
Mayer, R. E. (2001). Multimedia learning. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 
 
Summary 
While the book is  intended for multi-media instructional designers, it provides 
helpful (and empirically tested) insights into information processing and 
communication constructs including: Coherence, Signaling, Redundancy, Spatial 
Contiguity Principle, Temporal Contiguity Principle, Segmenting Principle, Pre-
training principle, Modality Principle, Multimedia Principle, Personalization 
Principle, Voice Principle, Image Principle. 
 
Implications to interior design 
This book can be used by graduate students in the discussion of how viewers may 
approach information they present. 

 
G, RA 
Morton, J.  (2006).  The integration of images into architecture presentations: a 
semiotic analysis.  21-37. Art, Design, and Communication in Higher Education.  
5(1). 
 
Underpinnings 
This article focuses on the role of visual communication within an architectural 
presentation.  
 
Methods 
A set of analytical techniques drawn from linguistics (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996) 
was used to investigate ten first-year architecture student presentations in an effort 
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to understand the role of images and how novice students integrated images, 
words, and actions into a unified presentation. 
  
The analysis had three foci: the conventions of discrete images; the composition of 
concurrently displayed images; and the relationship between the speakers and their 
images. The article also distinguishes successful from unsuccessful presentations. 
 
Implications to interior design 
This article can be used by design instructors and graduate students pursuing 
academia to understand how design students can effectively use images within 
verbal presentations.	  
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